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ABSTRACT 

Objective 

Children with behavioral inhibition (BI), a temperament characterized by biologically-based hyper-

vigilance to novelty and social withdrawal, are at high risk for developing anxiety. We examined the 

effect of a novel attention training protocol, Attention Bias Modification (ABM), on symptomatic-

behavioral-neural risk markers in children with BI.  

Method 

Nine- to twelve-year-old typically-developing children identified as BI (N=84) were assigned to a 

four-session active ABM training (n=43) or Placebo protocol (n=41) using a double-blind, 

randomized control trial approach. Anxiety symptoms (C-DISC-IV), Attention Bias (measured by a 

dot-probe task, AB=incongruent RT-congruent RT) and AB-related neural activation (measured by 

fMRI activation for the incongruent>congruent contrast in the dot-probe task) were assessed both 

before and after the training sessions.  

Results 

Our results showed that (1) active ABM (n=40) significantly alleviated participants’ symptoms of 

separation anxiety, but not social anxiety, compared with the Placebo task (n=40); (2) ABM did not 

modify behavioral AB scores in the dot-probe task; and (3) at the neural level, active ABM (n=15) 

significantly reduced amygdala and insula activation and enhanced activation in ventrolateral 

prefrontal cortex relative to Placebo (n=19). 

Conclusions 

Our findings provide important evidence for ABM as a potentially effective protective tool for 

temperamentally at-risk children, in a developmental window prior to the emergence of clinical 

disorder and open to prevention and intervention. 
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INTRODUCTION 

          Behavioral inhibition (BI) is a biologically-based, early-appearing, and relatively stable 

temperament trait. BI is characterized by hypervigilance to novelty in infancy1 and social withdrawal 

in childhood.2,3 BI is a risk factor for subsequent anxiety, with an up-to-seven-fold increase in risk 

for social anxiety.4-6 The parallels between BI and social anxiety are observed in behavioral,4-6  

psychophysiological,2,7,8 and neuroimaging measures.9 One factor shown to strengthen BI-anxiety 

links is attention bias to threat (AB).10,11 Individuals with a history of BI and heightened AB, either 

manifested in behavior12-15 or reflected in neuroimaging measures16,17 and psychophysiology,18 are at 

greater risk for anxiety or internalizing problems relative to children with equal BI but no AB.   

          The larger clinical literature has suggested that AB may play a causal role in developing 

anxiety.19,20 Building on the presumption of causality, a number of studies have examined Attention 

Bias Modification (ABM) as a potential intervention. AB has been typically assessed by the dot-

probe paradigm, which presents salient cues and examines the response to subsequent targets based 

on their relative spatial position to the cues (incongruent vs. congruent). ABM is a modified dot-

probe task designed to shift attention away from threat, and as a result, alleviate anxiety symptoms 

by always presenting the target in the spatial location opposite the salient cue.21,22 The comparison 

placebo task counterbalances the cue and target locations. The positive effect of ABM has been 

reported in clinically- and subclinically-anxious adults21-25 and youth.26-30 However, there has been 

limited work on the neural mechanisms underlying observed ABM effects.31-33 Further, recent work 

has called into question the premise and effectiveness of ABM as an intervention.34,35 Emerging data 

suggest that neural measures may show greater sensitivity and stability in capturing patterns of AB 

and ABM response than reaction time (RT) based scores.36   

  A recent BI study found that 9-12-year-old children show significant activation in fronto-

limbic regions, including amygdala, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC), dorsolateral PFC, and 

medial PFC, when they orient attention away from threat (incongruent>congruent contrast).16 

Importantly, hyper-activation in right dlPFC was observed in children with higher BI, which in turn 

predicted anxiety levels. These findings suggest that children with BI may have to engage more 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301051115300491#bib0305
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effortful control resources to shift attention away from threat. However, we currently have no 

published data regarding the impact of ABM in the context of childhood BI. This study represents 

the first attempt to examine the degree to which ABM impacts neural, behavioral, and symptom 

markers of risk among behaviorally inhibited school-age children.  

          Recent neuroimaging studies have documented changes in AB-related neural correlates 

following ABM in anxious/sub-anxious31,33,37 and healthy32 adults. Although results have been mixed 

due to methodological variations, ABM appears to influence the fronto-limbic network incorporating 

vlPFC33 and amygdala,31,33 reflecting top-down, control processes38 and bottom-up, reactive 

process,39,40 respectively, during threat-related processing. Additionally, baseline activation within 

the same fronto-limbic network predicted the magnitude of ABM-induced symptom reduction. A 

recent study30 on anxious youth found that combining cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and active 

ABM leads to greater anxiety reduction than CBT combined with placebo ABM. Further, in the 

CBT+placebo group, youth with weaker amygdala-insula connectivity at baseline showed less 

response to treatment.30 Other data has suggested that anxious adults with higher baseline amygdala 

activation benefit more from active ABM.31   

          Building on this work, the present study randomly assigned children with BI to an active ABM 

condition, where they were consistently directed towards non-threat/neutral stimuli and away from 

threat, or a Placebo task, where they were directed to neutral and threat stimuli with equal 

probability. We assessed anxiety symptoms, behavioral AB (by dot-probe task) and AB-related 

neural underpinnings (by fMRI) both pre- and post-manipulation. Based on the existing literature, we 

hypothesized that ABM would effectively reduce anxiety symptoms in children with BI and 

potentially modulate AB-related fronto-limbic neural functions. In particular, we expected that the 

demand of shifting attention away from threat in the incongruent (versus congruent) condition may 

potentiate the salience of the incongruent trials.  Previous work has associated attention shifting with 

hyper activation in the limbic areas (amygdala, insula), especially for anxious and/or anxiety-prone 

individuals.31,33,38,39 Accordingly, we hypothesized that active ABM will decrease BI children’s 

limbic activation and/or increase their frontal (vlPFC) activation. We also expected that the 
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magnitude of any ABM-induced anxiety reduction would be associated with individual differences in 

fronto-limbic activity. While findings of an ABM effect on behavioral AB have been mixed,12,13 our 

results speak to the suggestion that neural measures are more sensitive to ABM effects than RT 

measures. Finally, secondary analyses were conducted to test the robustness of our primary findings, 

including intent-to-treat imputation and sensitivity analysis (reported in the online Supplement). By 

studying the neurocognitive mechanisms of ABM-induced effects in children with BI, we aimed to 

provide an important avenue for the understanding of anxiety pathways, ahead of the developmental 

window within which clinical anxiety typically emerges.   

METHODS 

Participant and Procedure  

          Participants were 9-12-year-old children recruited in Central Pennsylvania for a larger study of 

the relation between BI, attention, and anxiety. Seven-hundred-and-six children were screened by 

parent-report using the Behavioral Inhibition Questionnaire (BIQ)41; 178 children met criteria for BI. 

Of these, 89 children were enrolled. An additional 162 children without BI were enrolled for the 

baseline assessments only (see online Supplement). The study was approved by the institutional 

review board at The Pennsylvania State University. Parents and children provided written 

consent/assent at the first visit.  

Insert Figure1 

          Figure 1 illustrates a detailed study flow. First, potential participants were invited to the 

laboratory for a baseline (BLN/pre-training) behavioral visit. Eighty-nine families agreed to enroll in 

the larger study. The children’s anxiety symptoms (social and separation anxiety) were assessed 

using the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children—Fourth Edition (C-DISC-IV)42 administered 

to parents and children, and their AB to threat was measured by a behavioral version of the dot-probe 

task. 

          The dot-probe task toolkit, including the ABM training protocol, is part of the Tel Aviv 

University/NIMH ABMT Initiative.43 As shown in Figure 2, a pair of faces (500ms) is replaced in 

each trial by an arrow probe (1100ms) in either face’s position. Participants indicated whether the 
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probe pointed to left or right by pressing one of two buttons as accurately and quickly as possible. 

Four trial types were presented: (1) congruent angry-neutral trials where the probe replaces the angry 

face; (2) incongruent angry-neutral faces where the probe replaces the neutral face; (3) neutral–

neutral trials where the probe appears at either location; (4) blank trials as fillers. There were 80 trials 

per type, 320 trials in total, divided into 2 blocks with 160 each (500ms ITI). The stimuli consisted of 

20 NimStim faces from 10 adults (half male, 1 angry and 1 neutral per actor).44 Angry face location, 

probe location, probe direction, and face identity were counter-balanced across participants. AB 

towards threat was quantified as a difference score between incongruent and congruent conditions, 

which captures the individuals’ relative speed in 1) disengaging from threat in incongruent trials 

and/or 2) orienting towards threat in congruent trials. As such, we inferred the participants’ 

preferential attention allocation to threat over non-threat stimuli through the RT difference score. 

Insert Figure2 

          Next, eligible participants were invited to a second baseline visit for the fMRI assessment. 

Reasons for exclusion included orthodontics, high vision-correction, and prior-surgery; reasons of 

not participating included child refusal and dropout (see details in Figure 1). The fMRI participants 

completed an fMRI dot-probe task identical to the behavioral version except that (1) the probe was 

displayed for 1000ms, and (2) the ITI was jittered between 250-750ms (average=500ms).  

          A scanner upgrade occurred during data collection, such that data were collected on a 3T 

Siemens Trio (pre-upgrade) and 3T Siemens Prismafit (post-upgrade; Siemens Medical Solutions, 

Erlangen, Germany) using the identical scanning protocol (T2-weighted EPI, 3×3×3mm voxel, 

TR=2500ms; T1-weighted MP-RAGE, 1×1×1mm voxel, TR=1700ms). Scanner upgrade (old vs 

new) was included as a covariate in analyses. Characteristics of the fMRI and no-fMRI subgroups, 

and the old and new scanner subsets are presented in Table S1. The visit order information is 

reported in Table S9 (available online). 

          Children with BI continued on to the ABM training and subsequent outcome assessments. 

Upon completion of baseline visits, they were randomly assigned to an active ABM or a Placebo task 

(50% in each). Training started the week after baseline and continued for four consecutive weeks, 
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during which a research assistant administered the assigned task in the child’s home once a week in a 

double-blind manner (Table S2, available online). In the ABM task, the probe always replaced the 

neutral face of the angry-neutral face-pair. In the Placebo task, the probe replaced angry and neutral 

faces with equal probability. Two sets of faces were used to lessen stimuli-induced repetition effects 

and demonstrate generalization of the task. Each participant was randomly assigned to set A or B for 

baseline and outcome assessments, while the other set (B or A) was used for training.  

          Outcome (OCM/post-training) assessments were administered within two weeks of the last 

training session using identical procedures as baseline.  

Data analyses 

          Raw data from the C-DISC-IV, behavioral dot-probe, and fMRI dot-probe task were processed 

to measure participants’ symptoms, behavioral AB, and neural AB profiles at two time points, BLN 

and OCM. For each measure, only participants that contributed usable data for both time points were 

included in the pre-post analysis examining the ABM effect. Accordingly, data processing resulted in 

varying numbers of available data points (ranging 34-80), creating overlapping subgroups of 

participants for each measure.  

Anxiety and behavioral AB score 

          Composite anxiety scores were calculated by standardizing and averaging the raw scores 

across parents and children (within the BI group) for the social and separation anxiety sub-modules 

of C-DISC-IV. Behavioral AB scores (AB=MRT to probes of incongruent trials-MRT to probes of 

congruent trials) were calculated for participants with accuracy≥75%.  

          For both anxiety and behavioral AB measures, one-way ANCOVAs examined the OCM score 

with Training (ABM vs. Placebo) as the independent variable (IV) and BLN score and age as the 

covariates (all statistics were two-tailed). For randomized control designs, this approach is more 

powerful than the full factorial Time×Training ANOVA models when examining group-difference in 

change from BLN to OCM, as it (1) controls for potential between-group differences at baseline, 

which can occur in randomized control designs despite randomization, and (2) estimates the 

population regression slope predicting the outcome from the baseline.45 
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fMRI data processing 

          fMRI preprocessing (SPM8, Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, London, UK; 

MATLAB 7.14.0, Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) included motion correction, coregistration, 

normalization, and 6mm spatial smoothing. A first-level-fixed-effects analysis was run on each 

participant with three condition-related regressors (congruent angry-neutral, incongruent angry-

neutral, neutral-neutral), one invalid-trial regressor (responses that were missing, incorrect, and/or 

with outlier RTs), one baseline regressor (including filler trials), and 24 motion regressors. 

Regressors were convolved by the canonical hemodynamic response function, time-locked to the 

onset of face-pair. Following first-level analysis, participants meeting all three criteria 

(accuracy≥75%, motion<3mm, detected visual activation to faces) were retained for second-level 

analysis. Consistent with the behavioral quantification of AB, neural activity underlying AB was 

quantified by the Incongruent>Congruent contrast from angry-neutral trials, which was the focus of 

second-level analysis.  

          In second-level modeling, a two-way ANCOVA with Time (BLN vs. OCM) and Training 

(ABM vs. Placebo) as IVs and scanner (old vs. new) and sibling pair (with vs. without a sibling 

included, n=3) as covariates was conducted to explore ABM-induced changes, with a focus on the 

Time×Training interaction. We conducted small volume correction within a priori anatomical ROIs 

of the limbic-vlPFC circuitry, including left and right amygdala, insula, and vlPFC (Automated 

Anatomical Labeling46). Results were first thresholded at whole-brain voxel-level at p<.005 

uncorrected. Small volume correction was then used within each of the a priori ROIs, and clusters 

with p<.05 family-wise-error corrected were identified as significant activation. The literature has 

identified the amygdala and vlPFC as responsive to threatening stimuli during dot-probe task in 

anxious youth, with symptom severity correlated negatively with vlPFC activation and positively 

with amygdala activation.38,39 Anxious adults show increased vlPFC33 and decreased amygdala-

insula activation31 following ABM, accompanied by attenuated anxiety reactivity to laboratory 

stressors33.  
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Next, to probe the specific patterns of the Time×Training interaction and control for potential 

between-group differences at BLN, percent-signal-change values (%SC) were extracted from clusters 

revealing significant Time×Training interaction for each participant and submitted to secondary 

ANCOVA analyses (Training as IV, BLN %SC and age as covariates, and OCM %SC as DV) in 

SPSS (24.0.0.1, IBM, Armonk, NY). 

Correlation analysis 

          Bivariate Pearson’s correlations were conducted on the BLN measures between core variables 

to examine their interrelations. Difference scores were calculated for each variable (Δ=OCM-BLN) as 

direct indicators of ABM-induced change. Correlations between difference scores were tested to see 

if ABM-induced changes were related with each other across anxiety, behavioral, and neural 

measures.  

Secondary analyses 

          A group of secondary analyses are reported in Supplement (available online), including (1) 

neural activation in incongruent and congruent conditions respectively (Figure S1), fMRI results 

without siblings (Table S4, Figure S2), regression models examining if BLN fMRI moderate 

Δanxiety (Table S5, Figure S3) and if ΔfMRI mediates ABM effect on Δanxiety (Table S6, Figure 

S4), whole-brain fMRI analyses (Table S7), and exploratory comparisons between children with and 

without BI at baseline (Table S8, Figure S5); and (2) intent-to-treat imputation of missing data and 

sensitivity analysis on the imputed datasets (Table S10-S15, Figure S6-S7). 

RESULTS 

ABM-related effects on behavioral, anxiety, and neural measures 

          One-way ANCOVAs examining the Training effect on OCM score (controlling for BLN) 

yielded no Training effect for behavioral AB (ABM=33, Placebo=32), p=.21. ANCOVAs on anxiety 

scores (ABM=40, Placebo=40) revealed a significant Training effect on OCM separation anxiety 

(Figure 3), F(1,76)=5.67, p=.02, η2=.07, with less anxiety in the ABM group, M(SD)= -0.05(0.58), 

than the Placebo, M(SD)=0.04(0.65). No Training effect was found for social anxiety, F(1,76)=.15, 

p=.70, η2=.00. No age effects were observed (p’s≥.40). See descriptives in Table S3. 
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Insert Figure3 

          Second-level analysis of fMRI data (ABM=15, Placebo=19) within a priori ROIs for the 

Incongruent>Congruent contrast identified three clusters showing a significant Time×Training 

interaction in right amygdala, right anterior insula, and left vlPFC, respectively. Table 1 and Figure 4 

present results of second-level modeling and secondary ANCOVAs on the extracted %SC from each 

cluster. ANCOVAs revealed that with BLN %SC controlled, the Training effect was significant on 

OCM %SC for clusters within right insula, F(1,30)=5.83, p=.02, η2=.16, and left vlPFC, 

F(1,30)=19.52, p=.00, η2=.40, and approaching significance in right amygdala, F(1,30)=3.94, p=.06, 

η2=.12. The ABM group showed lower %SC at OCM than the Placebo in right amygdala and right 

insula, and higher OCM %SC in left vlPFC. These results suggest that after controlling for group 

differences at baseline, active ABM and Placebo lead to distinct patterns of neural change over time 

within the fronto-limbic system. No age effects were observed (p’s ≥.16). 

Insert Table1 and Figure4 

Relations between behavioral, anxiety, and neural measures 

        Table 2 presents correlation coefficients between variables across the two Training groups, with 

bootstrapped 95% confidence interval (CI) reported. For behavioral AB, neither baseline nor Δ 

scores were correlated with any other variable (p’s≥.12). As expected, BIQ scores were positively 

correlated with baseline anxiety. Separation and social anxiety were correlated with each other, for 

both BLN and Δ. Baseline separation anxiety was positively correlated with baseline activation in 

insula, but with the CI containing zero. Importantly, among the difference scores, positive 

correlations were observed between Δseparation anxiety and Δamygdala/Δinsula, with all CIs above 

zero. Amygdala and insula were strongly correlated with one another for both BLN and Δ. ΔvlPFC 

was negatively correlated with Δinsula (greater vlPFC increases were accompanied by greater insula 

decreases), but again with the CI containing zero.  

Insert Table2 

          Correlation analyses conducted within each Training group did not yield any significant 

results, potentially due to the modest sample size of each group.  However, we did observe a trend 
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for a positive Δseparation anxiety-Δamygdala correlation in the ABM group, r(13)=.51, p=.05, CI=-

.11-.81. 

DISCUSSION 

          This study investigated potential ABM-induced reductions in anxiety in 9-12-year-old children 

with BI, a temperamental risk factor for anxiety. Adopting a double-blind randomized control trial 

approach, children with BI were assessed before and after ABM (or Placebo) training for symptom 

levels and bio-behavioral markers of risk. Our data indicate that active ABM attenuated separation 

anxiety, but not social anxiety, compared with Placebo. The ABM group showed decreased 

activation in right amygdala and insula, but enhanced activation in vlPFC, following training.  

          ABM-related reductions in anxiety symptoms, both clinical and subclinical, have been 

reported in adults21,22 and children.26,30 Our study is the first to show a similar effect in children at-

risk for anxiety. Interestingly, in our data, this effect was evident for separation anxiety, but not 

social anxiety, which is often the focus of the literature. A number of factors may have contributed to 

this finding.  

First, anxiety was assessed by parental and child report using C-DISC-IV. The manifestation 

of anxiety symptoms may be driven by the daily “task demands” facing children. For 9-12-year-old 

children, a majority of their social encounters occur at school, and parents rarely witness children’s 

feelings and behaviors in this context directly. Rather, a child’s (social) anxiety might manifest as 

distressed feelings and behaviors that parents perceive (and children experience) when they have to 

part with caregivers and face social encounters by themselves.47 As such, anxiety was reported by 

parents (and by children themselves) specifically as separation anxiety. Further, the literature 

suggests that children tend to report fewer symptoms compared to parents in structured clinical 

interviews.48 This may be due to children’s inability to identify or articulate pathological 

experiences, or their unwillingness to disclose themselves to an adult stranger.48 As a result, 

children’s social anxiety symptoms, of which parents may have less knowledge, were not captured 

by child- and parent-report assessments.  
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          Second, from a developmental perspective, the typical onset of separation anxiety is earlier 

than that of social anxiety. For example, 75% of children with separation anxiety develop the 

syndrome by age 10 and 90% do so by age 13,49 with its prevalence declining with age throughout 

adolescence. In contrast, the onset of social anxiety typically occurs during adolescence, within the 

12-16 years range.49 Separation anxiety also predicts the later emergence of,50 and is often comorbid 

with,49 social anxiety. Finally, stranger anxiety during infancy, as an indicator of BI, predicts 

separation anxiety at a mean age of 8.8 years.51 Future studies using a multi-method approach to 

assess anxiety (e.g., evaluation from clinician, teachers, or peers, observation from laboratory or 

classroom), would help discriminate subcategories of anxiety, better identify target symptoms for 

ABM, and examine the proposed BI-to-separation anxiety-to-social anxiety trajectory.  

          We found no ABM-related effect for behavioral AB nor correlations between AB and other 

variables. This is not surprising. In the literature, Eldar et al.52 found that an ABM task training 

children to attend to threat successfully elevated their AB, but a second task training them to attend 

away from threat did not change AB. Roy et al.53 reported heightened AB in clinically-anxious youth, 

whereas other studies failed to find similar patterns in anxious children.54,55 Similarly, while Pérez-

Edgar et al. found heightened AB in adolescents with childhood BI,12 other studies did not observe a 

direct BI-to-AB relation in younger children.13,55 

          Quantifying behavioral AB as a difference score has been criticized for poor reliability in 

capturing individual differences during the dot-probe task, which may be a dynamic process 

differentially expressed trial-to-trial over time.56 Novel computational procedures have been 

proposed to account for dynamic features throughout the task, such as the trial-level bias score.57 

However, the validity of the new approach has also been questioned.58 Indeed, computing trial-level 

bias scores in a dot-probe dataset aggregated across six studies encompassing 364 participants ages 

5- to 22-years did not find significant behavioral AB nor significant relations between AB and BI.59 

Behavioral dot-probe measures may not reliably capture individual differences in behavioral AB. 

Therefore, examining more sensitive bio-neural measures, such as fMRI, is important for AB-related 

research. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301051115300491#bib0375
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301051115300491#bib0375
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          While an ABM-related effect was not found in behavioral AB, the fMRI measurements were 

modulated by ABM. From BLN to OCM, the two groups showed differentiated patterns of neural 

changes for the Incongruent>Congruent contrast. It is likely that it was the active ABM task, rather 

than the Placebo, that induced decreased activation in right amygdala and insula, and increased 

activation in left vlPFC. However, our current results cannot not rule out the possibility that the 

Placebo task might have also affected the participants’ neural activities, contributing to the observed 

effect. Future studies with larger sample sizes and/or additional control groups without any task may 

be helpful in further disentangling the effects of active ABM versus Placebo. Regardless, our 

findings converge with the adult literature reporting ABM-related modulation of fronto-limbic 

functions, including amygdala and insula,31,33 and/or ventral PFC.32,33 

          The limbic system, including amygdala and anterior insula, is critical to immediate threat 

processing. Limbic hyperactivity is directly linked with, and potentially underlies, elevated anxiety 

symptoms.38,39 This pattern aligns with our observation that insula activation was positively 

correlated with separation anxiety at baseline. The magnitude of ABM-induced reduction in 

separation anxiety was also positively correlated with decreases in both amygdala and insula 

activation, consistent with ABM data from anxious adults.33 In the clinical literature, attenuation of 

limbic activation has also been reported in other anxiolytic treatments, including psychotherapy60 and 

medication.61  

          We also found an ABM-induced enhancement in vlPFC. In addition, our exploratory mediation 

analysis (see Supplement) found that increases in vlPFC activation accounted for the relation 

between ABM and decreases in anxiety symptoms.  The ventral area of PFC, among other prefontal 

sub-regions, may be closely related with limbic reactivity, playing a down-regulatory role in threat-

evoked limbic hyperactivity.10,13 Specifically, vlPFC resources may be recruited during longer 

exposure to threats, following and inhibiting the initial limbic reactivity to maintain goal-directed 

behaviors.38,39 Indeed, when comparing children with and without BI, the BI group showed relatively 

lower baseline vlPFC activity than the non-BI group (see Supplement), suggesting a link between 

hypo-function of ventral PFC and fearful temperament. 
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          In sum, our study demonstrated for the first time the effectiveness of ABM in attenuating 

anxiety symptoms and its potential neural correlates in children with BI, a population at 

temperamental risk for anxiety. However, given the current limitations, further exploration is 

warranted. While we found that ABM altered both symptomatic and fronto-limbic profiles, the 

underlying mechanism linking the two is unclear. To better understand the exact mechanism, future 

studies need to (1) recruit larger samples sufficiently powered to enable connectivity and mediation 

analyses, which would help demonstrate the directionality and related causal mechanism underlying 

ABM; (2) use multi-method assessments of BI anxiety to identify the risk and symptom targets for 

ABM; and (3) conduct longitudinal research with multiple post-training follow-ups across different 

tasks, examining the generalizability and long-term effect of ABM. Overall, our findings suggest the 

potential of ABM to be used as an effective prevention tool for temperamentally vulnerable children, 

before the developmental window within which clinical anxiety typically emerges. 
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Table 1. Results of the significant clusters yielded by Time×Training second-level modeling in SPM 

and the mean % signal change (standard deviation in parentheses) extracted from each cluster. 

A priori ROIs    
Small volume correction  Mean % signal change 

Peak MNI coordinates # of voxels F Z pFWE  Time ABM Placebo 

Right amygdala  

(87 voxels)  
18, -1, -17 8 11.56 2.91 .05* 

 BLN .71(1.11) -.49(1.37) 
 OCM .00(.89) .64(1.44) 

Right insula  

(597 voxels)  
36, 11, -14 14 17.84 3.56 .04* 

 BLN 1.27(1.95) -.68(1.88) 
 OCM .40(1.24) 1.06(1.22) 

Left vlPFC  

(809 voxels)  
-39, 56, -8 13 22.25 3.92 .02* 

 BLN -.28(.60) .02(.40) 
 OCM .43(.48) -.18(.42) 

 

Table 2. Pearson’s bivariate correlation across the two Training groups, with df in parentheses, 95% 

bias-corrected-accelerated confidence interval (generated by 1000 bootstrapping in SPSS) in 

brackets, and significant correlations in bold. 

 
 BIQ (BLN) 

                     BLN 
 

 
BIQ (BLN) 

  Δ   

 
 

1. 2. 3. 4. 
 

 1. 2. 3. 4. 

BLN 

1.Separation   
   Anxiety 

.33**(81)  
   

 Δ 

1. 
-.27*(78) 

  
  

[.12, .55]  
   

[-.44, -.09] 
  

  

2.Social  
   Anxiety 

.33**(81) .27*(81) 
   2. 

-.17(78) .27*(78) 
 

  

[.09, .53] [.06, .47] 
   

[-.40, .08] [.02, .49] 
   

3.Right  

   Amygdala  

.18(32) .28(32) -.17(32) 
  3. 

-.18(32) .56**(32) -.03(32) 
 

 

[-.15, .44] [-.17, .63] [-.53, .25] 
  

[-.51, .15] [.11, .66] [-.29, .29] 
 

 

4.Right Insula 
-.01(32) .38*(32) -.22(32) .75**(32)  

 4. 
.03(32) .51**(32) -.15(32) .65**(32)   

[-.31, .27] [-.08, .69] [-.51, .07] [.58, .88] 
 

[-.36, .37] [.05, .67] [-.43, .20] [.26, .89] 
 

5.Left vlPFC 
-.03(32) -.13(32) -.20(32) .17(32) -.13(32) 

5. 
.09(32) -.08(32) .08(32) -.17(32) -.40*(32) 

[-.30, .23] [-.49, .13] [-.45, .09] [-.11, .44] [-.43, .26] 
 

[-.17, .36] [-.45, .19] [-.24, .40] [-.48, .17] [-.64, .01] 
  **p<.005, *p<.05 
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Figure 1. Study flow. 

Figure 2. The dot-probe paradigm. The active ABM task includes incongruent angry-neutral 

condition only (and neutral-neutral condition); the Placebo task includes incongruent and congruent 

conditions of equal number of trials (and neutral-neutral condition). 

Figure 3. Separation anxiety scores for the ABM (n=40) and Placebo (n=40) groups at BLN and 

OCM.  

Figure 4. Three brain clusters showing significant Time×Training interaction, and the extracted %SC 

values for ABM (n=15) and Placebo (n=19) at BLN and OCM. 
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SUPPLEMENT 

1. A priori power analyses 

 Calculating an accurate power analysis to determine the sample size is complicated for a 

study of this kind, in which multiple measures with differential attrition rates were employed. 

Moreover, there are few data reported in the literature on ABM-related effects in this particular 

population of temperamentally at-risk children. The primary goal of this study, therefore, was to 

examine the feasibility of completing an ABM protocol in a sample of temperamentally at-risk 

children with BI. As such, we focused significance testing on generating effect sizes for this novel 

application of ABM to a new population, and limited our data analyses to training completers in the 

primary analysis. In our secondary analysis, we took an intent-to-treat approach to impute missing 

data across different measures and ran sensitivity analysis on the imputed data to test the robustness 

of our primary analysis. Here, we review the effect sizes of relevant measures and analysis from the 

literature, including studies on BI, AB, ABM, anxiety, and related neural measures.  

 Within the AB literature, Bar-Haim et al.1 reported in a meta-analysis that combined effect 

sizes in anxious children ranged from 0.32 to 0.53 for behavioral data, depending upon the type of 

statistical analysis used. Our own study2 found an effect size of d = 0.54. At the time of study 

planning, the relevant published studies for fMRI measures3,4 examined group differences between 

adolescents with generalized anxiety disorder and healthy controls and detected large effect sizes 

(d>1.0). In the ABM literature, Hakamata et al.5 found a large effect of ABM on bias patterns 

(d=1.16) and a medium effect (d=0.61) on anxiety symptoms in a meta-analysis of 12 sample 

datasets from 10 published reports (all with adult participants). Studies with children6,7 found an 

average effect size of 1.0.  For bio-behavioral correlates, previous investigations linking BI to 

activation in frontolimbic regions have found large effects, d>0.90,8,9 as is typical with this type of 

data. When investigating links between high BI and anxiety in adolescence, studies have yielded 

effect sizes ranging from medium to large (ds=.39-.75) for symptomatology and diagnosis.10-12 A 

total sample size of 68 was projected to detect effects at α=0.05, two-tailed, at a power of 0.80 for an 

effect size (.70) within the range of the measures reviewed (G*Power 3.1.9.213). 
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2. Study protocol and data collection  

Participant recruitment and BI screening  

 Participants were 9-12-year-old children recruited from Central Pennsylvania through a 

university database of families interested in participating in scientific research and local community 

advertising. Participant were screened and recruited from March 2012 to May 2016. Assessments 

and training sessions began in May 2012 and continued through December 2016. The Behavioral 

Inhibition Questionnaire14 was used for initial screening. The BIQ is a 30-item parent-report 

questionnaire measuring the frequency of children’s BI-linked behaviors in response to social and 

situational novelty on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (‘hardly ever’) to 7 (‘almost always’). To 

suit our target age range, four questions were slightly modified by removing references to preschool, 

kindergarten, and childcare. BIQ scores were calculated as the sum of scores across all 30 items or 

items within each subscale (social novelty; situational novelty). BIQ is a valid instrument for 

identifying BI with solid internal consistency and construct validity,14 and BIQ scores are consistent 

with laboratory observations of children with BI.15 In our study, 706 children were initially screened 

(Cronbach’s α=.92). Children were identified as BI if they scored above threshold on either the social 

novelty subscale (≥60), the total score (≥119), or both.15 Accordingly, 178 of the 706 children 

(25.21%) were identified as BI, and 528 were identified as non-BI.  

 Of the 178 children with BI, 89 agreed to enroll in the larger study protocol involving two 

baseline visits, four home visits, and two outcome visits (82.9% Caucasian, 4.3% Hispanic, 5.7% 

African American, 1.4% Asian/Pacific Islander, 5.7% other minorities). Four children with BI 

withdrew before actual participation (out of contact). Among the remaining 85 children, 19 

contributed baseline data of symptoms and behaviors but not fMRI and 66 completed the baseline 

procedure with full symptom, behavioral, and fMRI data collected.  

 After baseline visits, one of the 85 participants withdrew from the study. The remaining 84 

children with BI were randomized to an active ABM group (n=43) and a Placebo control group 

(n=41). Of the 84 randomized participants, 3 discontinued before training (2 in ABM, 1 in Placebo). 

The remaining 81 children completed the four-session ABM training protocol (ABM=41, 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301051115300491#bib0060
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301051115300491#bib0060
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Placebo=40). No participant dropped out during the training protocol. One participant from the ABM 

group dropped out after training and before participating in the OCM assessments. As such, 40 ABM 

children and 40 Placebo children completed the entire procedure (BLN assessments, 4 training 

sessions, and OCM assessments). Among the 84 randomized participants, no one reported (by 

primary caregiver) concurrent psychotherapy. Three families reported concurrent medication for 

ADHD (1 in ABM and 2 in Placebo). No other psychiatric medication was reported. These 3 

participants provided available anxiety data for both BLN and OCM, but none contributed usable 

fMRI data for both time points.        

 For the non-BI group, 162 out of the 528 children without BI were enrolled as non-yoked 

sex- and age-matched controls (94.7% Caucasian, 1.8% Hispanic, 1.8% Asian/Pacific Islander, 1.8% 

other minorities). As part of the larger study, non-BI children also served as social dyad partners with 

the BI participants at baseline and outcome.  Twenty-six of the 162 withdrew before participation. 

The remaining 136 children completed the baseline assessments; 49 contributed baseline data 

without fMRI (due to either meeting exclusion criteria or study closure), and 87 contributed data 

with fMRI. See Table S1 for demographic information of the BI and non-BI groups. 

Table S1. Demographics of the BI group and non-BI group that participated in BLN assessments, 

including the full sample and subsets with fMRI data collected by the older scanner, fMRI data 

collected by the upgraded scanner, and fMRI data not collected*. 

   Full sample Old scanner New scanner fMRI not collected 

   N(F) Mean SD N(F) Mean SD N(F) Mean SD N(F) Mean SD 

BI 

 Age (years) 
43 

(25) 

10.70 .95 
17 

(10) 

10.92 .88 
16 

(10) 

10.43 .92 
10 

(5) 

10.77 1.11 

ABM Total BIQ 131.56 19.56 128.65 19.12 130.63 23.34 138.00 12.76 

 Social novelty 70.77 9.79 68.88 10.45 71.31 10.07 73.10 8.40 

 Age (years) 
41 

(20) 

10.88 1.02 
18 

(9) 

11.11 .85 
14 

(6) 

10.21 .90 
9 

(5) 

11.45 1.06 

Placebo Total BIQ 124.72 16.85 127.36 17.32 116.43 14.34 132.33 15.73 

 Social novelty 66.87 7.98 67.36 9.83 65.14 4.52 68.56 8.41 

  Age (years) 
136 

(69) 

10.89 1.00 
49 

(27) 

11.28 .93 
38 

(18) 

10.46 1.01 
49 

(24) 

10.83 .91 

Non-BI Total BIQ 74.78 21.20 73.58 21.20 74.76 19.94 76.00 22.48 
  Social novelty 37.96 11.40 37.09 11.84 37.37 10.09 39.27 11.99 

*All age information reported was age at the BLN assessments. Pair-wise comparisons of age, total BIQ, and social novelty scores 

between Training groups and sub-groups did not find significant differences (Bonferroni corrected), except that participants in the 

Placebo-New scanner sub-group was slightly younger than the other Placebo participants (ps≤.02). 

Anxiety assessment 

 The Diagnostic Module of Anxiety Disorders from Computerized Diagnostic Interview 

Schedule for Children—Fourth Edition (C-DISC-IV)16 was used to assess children’s anxiety 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301051115300491#bib0475
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symptoms. The C-DISC-IV is a widely used structured diagnostic interview that assesses a variety of 

psychiatric symptoms in youth, using the diagnostic criteria specified in DSM-IV. We focused on 

two sub-modules of anxiety, social anxiety and separation anxiety, which were administered to both 

parents and children. Each sub-module contains a number of relevant symptoms (13 for social 

phobia; 12 for separation anxiety), and participants were asked (1) how many of those symptoms 

have occurred to the child, and (2) if half or more symptoms were endorsed, to what degree those 

symptoms have impaired the child’s daily functionality during the last year (on three-point scale: 

3=‘a lot of the time/very bad’; 2=‘some of the time/bad’; 1=‘hardly ever/not too bad’). The number 

of symptoms and level of impairment reported by parents and children were then used to index the 

severity of children’s anxiety symptoms for each sub-module.   

The dot-probe task 

 Two versions of dot-probe task, one behavioral and one modified for the fMRI, were used in 

our study. In the behavioral dot-probe task, each trial (2600ms) started with a 500ms fixation cross, 

followed by a pair of identity-matched faces, either neutral-angry or neutral-neutral, displayed 

vertically for 500ms. The face pair was then replaced by an arrow-probe presented for 1100ms in the 

location of either face (Figure 2). An inter-trial interval (ITI) of 500ms was inserted in between trials. 

The task was composed of 320 trials in total, divided into two blocks with 160 trials each. Within 

each block, there were 40 trials per each of 4 trial types: (1) congruent angry-neutral trials in which 

the angry-neutral face pair was replaced by an arrow in the position of the angry face; (2) 

incongruent trials in which the angry-neutral face pair was replaced by the probe in the location of 

the neutral face; (3) neutral–neutral trials with the probe presented on either location; (4) blank trials 

as fillers. Of note, 2 different sets of facial stimuli were used, with each set consisting of 20 pictures 

of 10 adult actors (5 female, 5 male; 1 angry and 1 neutral face per actor17). Each participant was 

randomly assigned to set A or set B, with one set for baseline and outcome and the other set for 

training. Angry-face location, arrow-probe location, arrow-probe direction, and identity of faces were 

all counterbalanced across participants, who were instructed to decide whether the arrow pointed to 

left or right by pressing one of two buttons as accurately and as quickly as possible. The fMRI dot-
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probe task was identical to the behavioral task for each child, except that (1) the arrow-probe was 

displayed for 1000ms, and (2) the ITI varied between 250-750ms (average 500ms) to create jittered 

intervals. The same set of facial stimuli was used for the behavioral and fMRI tasks. 

 Invalid trials were defined as trials with incorrect or missing responses, trials with RT 

exceeding 150-2000ms range or two SDs from the individual’s mean RT (derived from included 

trials). For both the behavioral and fMRI tasks, participants were retained only if their behavioral 

accuracy rates surpassed 75%. For the fMRI data, invalid trials were included for each participant as 

a regressor of no interest in first-level fixed-effect modeling.  

fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing 

 The fMRI data acquisition protocol was identical before (total n=84, 3T Siemens 

MAGNETOM Trio) and after (total n=69, 3T Siemens MAGNETOM Prismafit, Siemens Medical 

Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) the scanner upgrade. During each of the two blocks of the dot-probe 

task, 170 volumes were collected with descending acquisition of 43 continuous 3mm axial slices 

angled approximately 15 degrees above the AC–PC line. T2-weighted echo-planar sequence was 

applied with a repetition time (TR) of 2500ms, echo time (TE) of 25ms, flip angle of 80°, and field 

of view (FoV) of 192 mm. The voxel size was 3×3×3 mm, and the image matrix was 64×64. High-

resolution T1-weighted structural scans were also acquired using a magnetization prepared gradient 

echo sequence (MP-RAGE) (176 1mm slices, TR=1700ms, TE=2.01ms, flip angle=9°, FoV=256 

mm, voxel size=1×1×1 mm; 256×256 matrix, T1=850ms).  

 During the fMRI visits, the children first completed a simulation session by practicing the 

dot-probe task in a mock scanner, during which they repeated 10 practice trials until achieving at 

least 80% accuracy. They also practiced staying as still as possible. Importantly, the simulation 

procedure benefited fMRI data collection by accustoming children to the fMRI environment and 

reducing their head and body movements during actual scans. In both the simulation and the actual 

scan, task stimuli were viewed by participants through mirrors on the head coil. Stimuli were 

displayed on a projector with resolution of 1024(H) by 768(V) at 75 Hz. At the viewing distance of 
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143cm, the display area was 20°(H)×16°(V). The visual angle for the face image was 

1.80°(H)×1.36°(V). 

 The fMRI data were processed using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, 

London, UK) and MATLAB (Version 7.14.0; Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). Functional images 

were realigned to the first image of each run for motion correction. The T1 was then coregistered to 

the mean realigned functional image, and then normalized to the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital 

Pediatric Brain Template for 9–12 year olds18 using SPM's unified segmentation. These 

normalization parameters were then applied to the functional time series, which were then spatially 

smoothed with a 6mm kernel. In addition to SPM’s implicit masking procedure set to include voxels 

with at least 20% of mean signal, an explicit mask was applied to limit analysis to voxels with higher 

than 20% probability of being gray matter. Participants had to meet all three criteria to be included in 

the analysis: <25% invalid trials (responses that were missing, incorrect, and/or with outlier RTs), 

<3mm motion in three translation parameters (x, y, z), and detected visual activation in response to 

facial stimuli versus baseline. The third criterion ensured that participants were indeed processing the 

faces presented during the task. In first-level-fixed-effect modeling, 24 motion regressors were 

included to further control motion-related artifact, including 6 regular motion parameters (3 

translation, 3 rotation), 6 motion parameters one time point before, and 12 corresponding squared 

items.19  

Randomization, blinding, and implementation of the ABM training protocol 

 The randomization procedure was conducted solely by the senior author. All other research 

staff and participants were blind to participant status. The senior author used a random number 

generator in Excel to assign a number 1-10 for each participant. The number was given to the study 

coordinator who noted the number in the participant file. Participants were enrolled by the study 

coordinator and assessed by the coordinator and other research assistants. The coordinator or a 

research assistant went to each child’s home to conduct the four-session ABM training protocol, 

where the number noted in this participant’s file was entered at the start of the training task to assign 

the participant to either the active ABM task or the Placebo task. The research staff closely monitored 

http://topics.sciencedirect.com/topics/page/Pediatrics
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301051115300491
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each training session to make sure that the child completed the training task as instructed. The senior 

author did not run visits. The study coordinator, research assistants, participants, and participant 

families were all blind to condition throughout the course of the study.  

 In communicating with the participants, visit 1 and visit 2 were used to refer to baseline and 

outcome assessments, and home visits were used to refer to ABM training sessions. The terms 

baseline, outcome, training, intervention, or treatment were not used in the consent/assent forms or 

by the research staff. For the training sessions at home, participants were told the child would 

complete a “computer game” that was similar to the one the child played during visit 1 to the 

laboratory. Research assistants visited the home for each training session and children completed the 

task using the same laptop used at baseline and outcome. 

 The ABM training task was designed to train participants to attend away from threat, such that 

the arrow-probe always replaces the neutral face of the neutral-angry face pair during the dot-probe 

task.20 Our training tasks contained 1 block of 160 trials, with 40 neutral-neutral trials and 120 

neutral-angry trials. In the active ABM version, all 120 neutral-angry trials were incongruent: the 

probe always replaced the neutral face and appeared at the opposite position of the angry face. In the 

Placebo version, however, the probe replaced the angry face and neutral face with equal probability, 

rendering 60 incongruent and 60 congruent trials (plus 40 neutral-neutral trials). The facial 

stimuli (20 faces in total; 10 actors with 5 female and 5 male, 1 neutral and 1 angry face per actor) 

and timing parameters of each trial (500ms fixation, 500ms face-pair, 1100ms probe, 500ms ITI) 

were the same as that of the BLN (and OCM) behavioral dot-probe task. As noted, different face sets 

were used to avoid repetition effects induced by the specific stimuli and potentially demonstrate 

generalization of the intervention tasks. As in the BLN (and OCM) dot-probe tasks, participants were 

instructed to indicate whether the arrow pointed to left or right by pressing one of two buttons as 

accurately and as quickly as possible. 

Table S2 presents the mean accuracy rates (standard deviation, SD) for each training session 

and mean duration of intervals between sessions for the 81 children with BI who completed the 

entire training protocol. Of note, 78 out of the 81 children completed all four sessions with accuracy 
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≥75%. One participant from the Placebo group showed low accuracy rate of 14% in session 1, but 

accuracy ≥83% in the other three sessions, suggesting that the child reversed the response buttons for 

that session. Two Placebo participants showed <75% accuracy in session 4 (64%, 74%), but 

accuracy ≥84% in other sessions. The three children were retained in our analysis. In general, our 

participants showed good compliance with the ABM training protocol. 

Table S2. Mean accuracy rates of each Training session and mean number of days between sessions 

(standard deviation in parentheses) for ABM and Placebo groups. 

  

ABM (n=41) Placebo (n=40) 

Mean(SD) Mean(SD) 

Accuracy of session 1 0.91(.03) 0.87(.13) 

Accuracy of session 2 0.91(.03) 0.89(.05) 

Accuracy of session 3 0.90(.04) 0.90(.04) 

Accuracy of session 4 0.90(.05) 0.89(.06) 

No. of days between session 1 and 2 7.41(1.66) 7.20(1.99) 

No. of days between session 2 and 3 7.02(1.27) 7.15(1.67) 

No. of days between session 3 and 4 7.27(1.69) 7.10(1.79) 

3. Additional analyses and results  

Outliers 

 Throughout the dataset, outliers were identified as values exceeding Mean±3SD of a 

particular variable within the BI group (see Table S10). They were Winsorized21 (i.e., replaced by 

values of Mean±3SD of that variable) and retained in analysis to reduce their biasing effect, while 

also (1) retaining potential individual differences characterized by outliers and (2) avoiding 

unnecessary data loss.  

Behavioral AB scores and anxiety scores 

 Table S3 presents the descriptive measures of the composite anxiety scores and behavioral 

AB scores for the BI (and non-BI) children. For the behavioral AB data, the effect of ABM training 

was also tested using the behavioral AB scores from the fMRI dot-probe task via an ANCOVA 

(OCM AB score as DV, Training group as IV, BLN AB score and age as covariates) in the fMRI 

subset of the BI group (ABM=15; Placebo=19). Again, no Training effect was observed, 

F(1,30)=2.06, p=.16, η2=.06. Next, the baseline behavioral AB from the two BI groups (ABM=38, 
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Placebo=36) was compared with the non-BI group (N=113) by one-way ANOVA. We found no 

difference between the three groups, F(1,18)=.89, p=.41, η2=.01.  

Table S3. Descriptive statistics of composite anxiety scores and behavioral AB scores (including 

performance for each condition) for participants with usable data for each time point (BLN only for 

non-BI). 

   
BI  

non-BI 
   

ABM  Placebo  

   
N(F) Mean SD 1 N(F) Mean SD 1 N(F) Mean SD 

Separation Anxiety 
BLN 42(24) 0.14 .86  41(20) -0.17 .53  122(61) -0.04 2.51 

OCM 40(22) -0.05 .58  40(20) 0.04 .65     

Social Anxiety 
BLN 42(24) 0.09 .65  41(20) -0.12 .71  122(61) -0.08 2.53 

OCM 40(22) 0.06 .68  40(20) -0.07 .65     

Behavioral AB (RTIncongruent-RTCongruent) 
BLN 38(21) 3.62 19.16  36(17) 0.44 14.78  113(60) 4.86 17.41 

OCM 35(19) 3.92 17.59  36(18) -0.45 14.85  
 

  

Mean % of valid 

trials 

Congruent neutral-angry 
BLN 38 88.26 5.59  36 89.34 4.68  113 87.78 5.41 

OCM 35 89.11 4.13  36 88.37 5.81  
 

  

Incongruent neutral-angry 
BLN 38 88.91 5.44  36 88.19 6.29  113 87.40 5.22 

OCM 35 88.54 5.84  36 89.48 5.31  
 

  

Neutral-neutral 
BLN 38 89.87 4.95  36 88.47 7.00  113 87.83 5.85 

OCM 35 89.50 4.46  36 89.06 5.80  
 

  

Mean RT of valid 
trials (ms) 

Congruent neutral-angry 
BLN 38 583.87 69.48  36 585.43 71.99  113 604.92 72.91 

OCM 35 533.50 75.42  36 524.63 67.19  
 

  

Incongruent neutral-angry 
BLN 38 587.49 69.65  36 585.87 69.96  113 609.77 77.61 

OCM 35 537.42 80.06  36 524.17 70.03  
 

  

Neutral-neutral 
BLN 38 588.63 70.83  36 582.65 73.72  113 604.22 73.14 

OCM 35 542.34 85.30  36 524.59 64.97  
 

604.92 72.91 

Neural responses to incongruent angry-neutral and congruent angry-neutral conditions 

 The primary fMRI analysis in the main text focused on the AB-related 

contrast Incongruent>Congruent. To further specify participants' neural activation in response to the 

incongruent and congruent conditions respectively, we extracted %SC values for each of the two 

conditions (Incongruent>Baseline and Congruent>Baseline) from the three ROIs (Figure 

S1). Planned comparisons between BLN and OCM for each condition in each group did not yield 

significant differences (ps>0.05). However, visual inspection of the %SC values suggest that in the 

incongruent condition where participants had to disengage from angry faces, the ABM group’s 

neural activation decreased after ABM training in right amygdala and insula, but increased in left 

vlPFC. In the congruent condition the active ABM group displayed increased activation in right 

amygdala but decreased activation in left vlPFC.  
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Figure S1. Mean %SC values (±1SE) extracted for incongruent angry-neutral and congruent angry-

neutral conditions, for each Training group and each time point.  
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fMRI results after excluding siblings 

 Three sibling pairs were identified within the fMRI subset (ABM=15, Placebo=19). They 

were included in the Training×Time second-level modeling in the primary analysis (where sibling 

was included as a covariate). To further examine the potential impact of siblings, we conducted fMRI 

analysis with three sibling members (one from each pair) excluded. In two of the three pairs, one 

sibling member was randomized to the ABM task and the other to the Placebo; to balance the sample 

size between the groups, we removed the sibling member from the Placebo group for both pairs. In 

the third pair, both members were in the Placebo, and one of them was randomly selected and 

removed. This rendered 16 participants in the Placebo group and 15 in the ABM. Table S4 presents 

the results of significant brain clusters after excluding siblings. Although the significance for the 

insula cluster in second-level modeling became marginal after excluding siblings (potentially 

reflecting reduced power), the results were similar to the findings from the primary analysis, 

including the coordinates of the clusters and patterns of extracted %SC (Figure S2). The 

compatibility between the two sets of results suggests that including/excluding sibling members did 

not alter the observed effects of interest. While it has been suggested that shared genetic and 

environmental factors among siblings might contribute to group-level variance,22 a larger sample size 

is warranted to further examine this assumption. 

Table S4. The fMRI results for the Time×Training second-level modeling and the mean %SC (SD) 

of each cluster after excluding three sibling members. 

A priori ROIs  

(AAL) 
  

Small volume correction  Mean % signal change 

Peak MNI coordinates # of voxels F Z pFWE  Time ABM Placebo 

Right amygdala  

(87 voxels)  
27, -1, -17 7 12.53 2.99 .04* 

 BLN   74(1.11) -.57(1.06) 

 OCM -.03(.84) .26(1.28) 

Right insula  

(597 voxels)  
36, 11, -14 10 15.68 3.32 .09+  BLN 1.62(2.43) -.97(2.34) 

 OCM .35(1.45) 1.01(1.56) 

Left vlPFC  

(809 voxels)  
-39, 56, -8 14 21.85 3.84 .02* 

 BLN -.29(.63) .07(.41) 

 OCM .41(.52) -.23(.41) 
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Figure S2. Scatter plots of %SC values extracted from the three (marginally) significant clusters with 

siblings excluded (upper, dotted line) and included (lower, solid line) in the fMRI cohort. 

Moderation model testing 

  Moderation models were conducted on the fMRI cohort (ABM=15, Placebo=19) to explore 

whether change in anxiety from BLN to OCM as a function of ABM training was further moderated 

by their baseline brain activation. The model included BLN separation anxiety as the predictor, OCM 

separation anxiety as the DV, and Training group and BLN neural activation of each cluster as two 

moderators. The three-way interaction between predictor and moderators, BLN-anxiety×BLN-

fMRI×Training (accordingly, the two-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI interaction in each Training 

group), is of particular interest. Analyses were run using SPSS macro PROCESS with significance 

determined by 95% bias-corrected confidence intervals (CI) based on 1000 bootstrapped samples.23-

25   

 In the results (Table S5), a significant three-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI×Training 

interaction was observed for right amygdala and right insula, but not for vlPFC. Probing the 
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significant three-way interaction revealed that the two-way interaction of BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI 

was marginally significant for insula in the ABM group, non-significant for amygdala in the ABM 

group, and significant for both clusters in the Placebo group. Figure S3 plots the mean separation 

anxiety at BLN and OCM for each Training group, at three different levels of baseline neural 

activation for each cluster (Mean and Mean±1SD %SC).  

 The patterns in Figure S3 suggest that between the two Training groups, baseline amygdala 

(left) and insula (middle) activation moderated BLN-to-OCM anxiety change in different ways. In the 

Placebo group, children with higher baseline activation in amygdala and insula (Mean+1SD %SC) 

showed more sustained separation anxiety from BLN to OCM (greater β value, Table S5). This is 

compatible with previous findings that high limbic activation is associated with the severity of 

anxiety symptoms.3,4 In the ABM group, while the BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI interaction reached 

marginal significance in insula only, there is a trend for both insula and amygdala (Figure S3) 

indicating that children with the highest baseline limbic activation showed the smallest β values. This 

implies that in the context of active ABM training, higher baseline limbic activation may be 

associated with greater anxiety reduction from BLN to OCM.  

For left vlPFC, no significant three-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI×Training interaction was 

found. Nevertheless, there was a marginal two-way interaction of BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI in the 

ABM group but not in the Placebo (Table S5). Decomposing the two-way interaction found that in 

the ABM group, children with lowest baseline vlPFC activation (Mean-1SD) showed greater anxiety 

reduction from BLN to OCM. Indeed, OCM separation anxiety was no longer predicted by their BLN 

anxiety (p=.56). For children with higher baseline vlPFC activation (Mean and Mean+1S), the 

significant association between their BLN and OCM anxiety scores was maintained, p≤.02. These 

patterns were not found in the Placebo group (Figure S3, right).  
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Table S5. Results of moderation models examining the moderation effect of baseline neural 

activation on the association between BLN and OCM separation anxiety as a function of ABM 

training.  

      β SE t p 95% CI 

Right 

amygdala 

Three-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI×Training  -0.30 0.13 -2.28 0.03* [-0.57, -0.03] 

ABM 

Two-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI -0.09 0.09 -0.94 0.35 [-0.28, 0.10] 

Mean-1SD %SC 0.58 0.27 2.12 0.04 [0.02, 1.13] 

Mean %SC 0.46 0.16 2.88 0.01 [0.13, 0.78] 

Mean+1SD %SC 0.34 0.09 3.58 0.00 [0.14, 0.53] 

Placebo 

Two-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI 0.21 0.09 2.28 0.03* [0.02, 0.40] 

Mean-1SD %SC 1.01 0.15 6.82 0.00 [0.70, 1.31] 

Mean %SC 1.30 0.20 6.38 0.00 [0.88, 1.72] 

Mean+1SD %SC 1.59 0.31 5.20 0.00 [0.96, 2.22] 

Right 

insula 

Three-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI×Training  -0.27 0.09 -2.95 0.01** [-0.46, -0.08] 

ABM 

Two-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI -0.10 0.06 -1.82 0.08+ [-0.22, 0.01] 

Mean-1SD %SC 0.74 0.24 3.15 0.00 [0.26, 1.23] 

Mean %SC 0.53 0.13 3.93 0.00 [0.25, 0.80] 

Mean+1SD %SC 0.31 0.09 3.27 0.00 [0.11, 0.50] 

Placebo 

Two-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI 0.17 0.07 2.33 0.03* [0.02, 0.32] 

Mean-1SD %SC 0.91 0.14 6.50 0.00 [0.62, 1.20] 

Mean %SC 1.27 0.19 6.79 0.00 [0.89, 1.65] 

Mean+1SD %SC 1.63 0.31 5.21 0.00 [0.99, 2.27] 

Left 

vlPFC 

Three-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI×Training  0.30 0.48 0.63 0.54 [-0.69, 1.29] 

ABM 

Two-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI 0.32 0.18 1.79 0.09+ [-0.05, 0.69] 

Mean-1SD %SC 0.09 0.16 0.59 0.56 [-0.23, 0.41] 

Mean %SC 0.26 0.10 2.60 0.02 [0.05, 0.46] 

Mean+1SD %SC 0.42 0.11 3.84 0.00 [0.20, 0.65] 

Placebo 

Two-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI 0.02 0.45 0.04 0.97 [-0.90, 0.94] 

Mean-1SD %SC 0.95 0.28 3.37 0.00 [0.37, 1.52] 

Mean %SC 0.95 0.16 6.11 0.00 [0.63, 1.28] 

Mean+1SD %SC 0.96 0.28 3.51 0.00 [0.40, 1.53] 

 

Figure S3. Mean separation anxiety scores at BLN (x axis) and OCM (y axis) for each Training 

group, at three different levels of baseline neural activation (Mean and Mean±1SD %SC) for right 

amygdala (left), right insula (middle), and left vlPFC (right). 
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 Taken together, these results imply that children with BI who display lower vlPFC activation 

(and possibly higher limbic activation) at baseline might benefit more (i.e., show greater anxiety 

reduction) from active ABM training. This pattern echoes previous findings that fronto-limbic 

functioning at baseline predicts anxiety reduction following various treatments, including ABM,26 

CBT,27,28 CBT+ABM,29 and medication.30 In our study, the three ABM-responsive ROIs obtained 

from the pre-post analysis might serve as candidate bio-markers at baseline that predict training 

outcomes of ABM in children with BI, the identification of which could eventually promote 

prognosis and treatment selection for anxious youth. Nonetheless, given the modest sample size here 

and the marginal significance level, a larger sample size is warranted to further examine this 

assumption.  

Mediation model testing 

 Mediation models were conducted on the fMRI cohort (ABM=15, Placebo=19) to explore 

whether changes in neural activations from BLN to OCM mediate the ABM effect in reducing anxiety 

symptoms. The model included Training group as the predictor, Δanxiety as the DV, ΔfMRI from 

each of the three ROIs as the mediator, and BLN anxiety and BLN fMRI as covariates (Figure S4). 

Analyses were run using SPSS macro PROCESS with significance determined by 95% CI based on 

1000 bootstrapped samples.23-25 Results (Table S6) showed that among the three ROIs, only the 

ΔvlPFC model (i.e., increase of activation in left vlPFC as mediator) yielded a significant indirect 

effect of Training on Δanxiety, ab=0.25, CI=0.02-0.63. In other words, ΔvlPFC appeared to mediate 

the ABM effect in mitigating anxiety levels. This result suggests that the enhancement of vlPFC 

function following ABM training might serve as the underlying neural mechanism associated with 

anxiety reduction. 
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Figure S4. Illustration of mediation model. 

 

Table S6. Results of mediation models examining ΔfMRI as the potential mediator between ABM 

training and Δanxiety (a, effect of Training on ΔfMRI; b, effect of ΔfMRI on Δanxiety; c', relative 

direct effect of Training on Δanxiety; ab, relative indirect effect of Training on Δanxiety through 

ΔfMRI). 

    Effect SE t p 95% CI 

ΔRight amygdala 

a -0.82 0.50 -1.64 0.11 [-1.83, 0.20] 

b 0.04 0.05 0.81 0.43 [-0.06, 0.15] 

c' -0.24 0.15 -1.63 0.11 [-0.55, 0.06] 

ab -0.03 0.04   [-0.18, 0.01] 

ΔRight insula 

a -0.97 0.47 -2.06 0.05 [-1.93, -0.01] 

b -0.01 0.06 -0.14 0.89 [-0.12, 0.11] 

c' -0.30 0.15 -1.97 0.06 [-0.62, 0.01] 

ab 0.01 0.05   [-0.04, 0.16] 

ΔLeft vlPFC 

a 0.81 0.16 4.99 0.00 [0.48, 1.14] 

b 0.32 0.14 2.22 0.03 [0.03, 0.61] 

c' -0.60 0.17 -3.52 0.00 [-0.95, -0.25] 

ab 0.25 0.14   [0.02, 0.63] 

Whole-brain analyses of the fMRI data 

 Supplementary whole-brain analyses for the Incongruent>Congruent contrast were conducted 

in addition to the primary SVC analysis within a priori ROIs. Results of whole-brain voxel-wise 

analysis at p<.005 uncorrected are presented in Table S7. In a different whole-brain analysis at p<.05 

corrected by FWE, no voxel survived the multiple comparison correction.  

Table S7. Results of supplementary whole-brain voxel-wise analysis at p<.005 (uncorrected). 

Peak MNI coordinates 
# of voxels F Z Automated Anatomical Labeling 

x y z 

36 11 -14 32 17.84 3.56 Insula_Right 

-66 5 -14 20 22.77 3.95 Temporal_Pole_Sup_L 

-27 -79 16 20 15.16 3.31  

-39 56 -8 13 22.25 3.92 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 

18 -1 -17 10 11.56 2.91 Amygdala_R 
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45 11 28 9 13.99 3.19 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 

-39 -19 46 9 12.33 3.00 Postcentral_L 

3 35 -2 4 14.68 3.26 Cingulum_Ant_R 

60 29 19 3 12.31 3.00 Frontal_Inf_Tri_R 

15 -25 40 3 11.11 2.85 Cingulum_Mid_R 

-42 -49 52 3 10.25 2.74 Parietal_Inf_L 

-42 8 -17 3 9.74 2.67 Temporal_Pole_Sup_L 

24 20 -11 2 13.47 3.13  

24 -82 10 2 11.28 2.87  

6 29 16 2 10.72 2.80 Cingulum_Ant_R 

-63 -40 55 2 10.15 2.73  

-6 2 10 2 10.03 2.71 Caudate_L 

-60 23 16 2 9.89 2.69  

60 -34 28 2 9.70 2.66 SupraMarginal_R 

42 -7 43 1 9.71 2.67 Precentral_R 

36 -16 43 1 9.65 2.66 Precentral_R 

60 -19 31 1 9.63 2.65 Postcentral_R 

42 -1 -17 1 9.37 2.62  

18 47 25 1 9.35 2.61 Frontal_Sup_R 

27 -73 40 1 9.18 2.59 Occipital_Sup_R 

-18 2 -14 1 9.11 2.58 Olfactory_L 

Temperament-based comparison in AB-related neural activations: BI versus non-BI  

 The three brain clusters from the primary fMRI analysis were defined as ABM-responsive 

functional ROIs in the children with BI. To explore whether these ROIs further distinguished 

children with BI from those without BI, we applied the ROIs to the group of 68 children without BI 

who provided usable fMRI data in the baseline dot-probe task (Table S8). Mean %SC values for the 

Incongruent>Congruent contrast were extracted from each cluster for children without BI, and 

compared with the BLN %SC of 51 children with BI with usable fMRI data at baseline. An outlier 

was identified in right insula activation within the non-BI group (<Mean-3SD) and was Winsorized 

(substituted by Mean-3SD). Table S8 and Figure S5 present the mean of %SC data for BI and non-BI 

groups for the three clusters. Two-sample t-tests comparing children with and without BI did not find 

significant group difference in brain activation (p≥.11). However, the data suggest that at baseline, 

the BI group showed hyper-activation in right amygdala and insula versus the non-BI group, but 

hypo-activation versus the non-BI group in left vlPFC.  
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Table S8. Demographics and mean %SC of the three brain clusters for the BI and non-BI groups for 

baseline fMRI dot-probe task. 

  
BI 1 Non-BI 

  
N(F) Mean SD  N(F) Mean SD 

Age (years) 
51 

(25) 

10.62 .94  
68 

(36) 

10.96 1.07 

Total BIQ 125.35 18.39  75.71 19.72 

Social novelty 68.71 9.20  38.13 10.35 

Right amygdala 
51 

(25) 

.26 1.40  
68 

(36) 

.14 1.13 

Right insula .35 2.01  -.06 1.31 

Left vlPFC -.04 0.62  .14 0.63 

Figure S5. Mean %SC (with ±1SE) in the three clusters for the Incongruent>Congruent contrast, for 

both BI and non-BI groups that provided usable fMRI data at baseline. 

 

Impact of visit order  

 Due scheduling complexity with the MRI equipment, the order of the behavioral and fMRI 

visits was not consistent across participants for both baseline and outcome assessments. Table S9 

(upper panel) presents the proportion of participants who participated in the behavioral visit first, or 

the fMRI visit first, or completed both on the same day. To ascertain that visit order did not affect 

our results, main study measures, including BIQ score, anxiety scores, behavioral AB scores, and 

fMRI %SC, were compared between visit orders. To account for the unequal sample sizes and 
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variances among orders, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test31 was employed. Visit orders did not 

confound our findings, p’s>0.08. 

Table S9. Upper panel, proportion of participants who participated in the behavioral visit first, the 

fMRI visit first, or completed both visits on the same day; average number of days between the two 

visits at BLN and OCM. Lower panel, results of the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests on main 

study measures.  

    BI Non-BI 

       BLN OCM 

Behavioral visit first 68.67% 49.37% 84.91% 

fMRI visit first 26.51% 40.51% 11.32% 

Two visits on the same day 4.82% 10.13% 3.77% 

No. of days between visits M(SD) 6.80(7.79) 7.34(19.01) 9.34(10.20) 

    H(df) p H(df) p H(df) p 

BIQ 1.45(2) 0.49 
  

1.59(2) 0.45 

Separation Anxiety 1.76(2) 0.42 0.41(2) 0.81 0.78(2) 0.68 

Social Anxiety 1.33(2) 0.51 1.81(2) 0.41 3.18(2) 0.20 

Behavioral AB score 1.06(2) 0.59 4.01(2) 0.14 0.61(2) 0.74 

Right Amygdala 2.58(2) 0.28 0.59(2) 0.74 1.30(1)* 0.25 

Right Insula 1.49(2) 0.48 4.75(2) 0.09 3.10(1) 0.08 

Left vlPFC 4.06(2) 0.13 1.07(2) 0.59 3.10(1) 0.08 
*In the non-BI group, no participant that contributed baseline fMRI data completed the two visits on the same day, 

resulting in df of 1 for fMRI measures. 

4. Missing data imputation and sensitivity analyses on the pre-post data 

 To test the robustness of our primary findings of the ABM effect, we conducted a missing 

data imputation in the BI group following the intent-to-treat principle, and completed a subsequent 

sensitivity analysis on the imputed datasets. For fMRI data, in addition to the 34 children with BI 

who provided usable data for both BLN and OCM, 16 more childrena contributed fMRI data for BLN 

only, and 6 more children contributed usable data for OCM only. The three ABM-responsive clusters 

identified in the primary pre-post fMRI analysis were applied to these additional participants with 

their %SC extracted for BLN or OCM. This resulted in 50 (34+15) data points for BLN fMRI and 40 

data points (34+6) for OCM fMRI, which were included in missing data imputation.   

  

                                                
a One child with BI provided usable BLN fMRI data but dropped out before randomization, hence the child’s data were 

not included here for the intent-to-treat imputation. 
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 Patterns of missing data were first examined by entering demographics and variables from the 

two time points into Little’s Missing Completely At Random test.32 Results indicate that across 

variables, data were missing completely at random, χ2=127.08, df=123, p=.38. Table S10 (left panel) 

presented the details of usable data for each variable, including descriptive measures and number of 

outliers, which were Winsorized for subsequent analysis. Multiple imputation of missing data was 

completed using the mice package in R.33 To optimize the results, for each variable, only participants 

with usable data for at least one time point (BLN or OCM) were included. Fifty imputations with ten 

iterations per imputation were conducted for each variable, resulting in 50 imputed datasets. Table 

S10 (right panel) presented the number and percentage of the imputed data, and the eventual sample 

size for each variable after imputation. 

Table S10. Details of original usable data and imputed missing data for each study variable. 

Variables Time 
Original N of usable data  

Mean SD 
Outliers Total N included 

in imputation 

Imputed N (% of Total)  N after Imputation 

ABM Placebo Total < ̶ 3SD >+3SD ABM Placebo  ABM Placebo 

Demographics 

Sex 
BLN 

only 
43 41 84 

N/A 

 
      

N/A 
 

 

  Age (years) 10.79 0.99 0 0  

Total BIQ 128.22 18.50 0 0  

Anxiety scores* 

Separation 

Anxiety 

BLN 42 41 83 -0.01 0.74 0 1 
83 

0 (0) 0 (0)  
42 41 

OCM 40 40 80 -0.00 0.62 0 1 2 (2.4) 1 (1.2)  

Social 

Anxiety 

BLN 42 41 83 -0.01 0.70 0 1 
83 

0 (0) 0 (0)  
42 41 

OCM 40 40 80 -0.01 0.67 0 1 2 (2.4) 1 (1.2)  

Behavioral AB score 
BLN 38 36 74 2.07 17.13 0 0 

80 
2 (2.5) 4 (5.0)  

40 40 
OCM 35 36 71 1.70 16.29 0 0 5 (6.3) 4 (5.0)  

fMRI 

measures 

Right 

Amygdala 

BLN 24 25 50 0.38 1.46 0 0 
55 

1 (1.8) 4 (7.3)  
26 29 

OCM 17 23 40 0.24 1.24 0 0 9 (16.4) 6 (10.9)  

Right 

Insula 

BLN 24 25 50 0.38 2.11 1 0 
55 

1 (1.8) 4 (7.3)  
26 29 

OCM 17 23 40 0.71 1.21 0 0 9 (16.4) 6 (10.9)  

Left vlPFC 
BLN 24 25 50 -0.02 0.75 0 1 

55 
1 (1.8) 4 (7.3)  

26 29 
OCM 17 23 40 0.05 0.51 0 0 9 (16.4) 6 (10.9)  

*For anxiety scores, two participants were identified as outliers, one from the ABM exceeding Mean+3SD in social 

anxiety and one from Placebo exceeding Mean+3SD in separation anxiety, for both BLN and OCM. They were the only 

participants for whom positive diagnosis for each anxiety sub-module was endorsed (for the preceding year up to the time 

of interview). Neither participant contributed usable fMRI data for the pre-post anlaysis.  

 We then conducted a sensitivity analysis on the 50 imputed datasets. Equivalent statistical 

analyses were adopted as in the main text, with a focus on linear regression analysis examining 

differences between Training groups in their changes from BLN to OCM. To obtain pooled statistical 

estimates across multiply imputed datasets, analyses were run on the imputed datasets directly in R. 

The linear regression, equivalent to the ANCOVA in the main text, was conducted on the OCM 

scores of each variable with Training as the predictor, and BLN scores and age controlled as 

covariates. Bivariate Pearson’s correlation and moderation model testing were also conducted on the 
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pooled imputed datasets. Finally, averaged data were calculated across the 50 imputed datasets for 

each variable, which were used for descriptive statistics (Table S11), data plotting (Figure S6 and 

S7), and PROCESS mediation model (Table S15). 

Table S11. Descriptive statistics of averaged data across the 50 imputed datasets for each variable. 

Variables Time 
ABM   Placebo  

N(F) Mean SD  N (F) Mean SD 

Demographics 

Age (years) 

BLN only 
 

10.70 0.95  

41(20) 

10.88 1.02 

Total BIQ 43(25) 131.56 19.56  124.72 16.85 

Social Novelty 
 

70.83 9.89  66.87 7.98 

Anxiety scores 

Separation Anxiety 
BLN 

42(24) 
0.14 0.86  

41(20) 
-0.17 0.53 

OCM -0.05 0.57  0.06 0.65 

Social Anxiety 
BLN 

42(24) 
0.09 0.65  

41(20) 
-0.12 0.71 

OCM 0.08 0.67  -0.08 0.64 

Behavioral AB score 
BLN 

40(22) 
3.34 18.71  

40(19) 
0.83 14.11 

OCM 3.76 16.55  -0.24 14.24 

fMRI measures 

Right Amygdala 
BLN 

26(16) 
0.62 1.06  

29(12) 
0.04 1.50 

OCM 0.07 0.86  0.39 1.30 

Right Insula 
BLN 

26(16) 
1.04 1.73  

29(12) 
-0.34 1.92 

OCM 0.57 1.05  0.89 1.07 

Left vlPFC 
BLN 

26(16) 
-0.09 0.70  

29(12) 
-0.03 0.51 

OCM 0.34 0.44  -0.15 0.39 

 Table S12 presents the pooled results of linear regression across imputed datasets. 

Specifically, separation anxiety and activation in left vlPFC sustained the same patterns as those 

found in the original dataset: comparing with the Placebo task, active ABM training led to reduced 

separation anxiety and increased vlPFC activation from BLN to OCM. However, the Training effect 

in right amygdala and right insula observed in the original dataset was not significant in the imputed 

datasets, albeit in the same direction. Correspondingly, correlations between the amygdala/insula 

activation and separation anxiety scores were no longer significant in the pooled results of imputed 

data (Table S13), which were significant in the original dataset (Table 3). These results suggest that 

among our findings from the original data, the effect of ABM training in reducing separation anxiety 

and enhancing vlPFC activation are robust to missing data imputation and sensitivity analysis. This 

was not the case for amygdala and insula. However, as plotted in Figure S6, the pattern of the 

imputed data (upper), especially for right insula (upper middle), resembles that of the original data 

(lower). 
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Table S12. Pooled results of linear regression models examining the effect of Training (Placebo as 

baseline in the contrast) effect across multi-imputed datasets for each variable. 

  β SE t df p 95% CI 

Separation Anxiety -0.27 0.12 -2.34 72.29 0.02* [-0.50, -0.04] 

Social Anxiety 0.04 0.12 0.36 73.30 0.72 [-0.20, 0.28] 

Behavioral AB 4.59 3.92 1.17 62.98 0.25 [-3.24, 12.43] 

Right amygdala -0.46 0.44 -1.04 28.40 0.31 [-1.35, 0.44] 

Right insula -0.57 0.43 -1.31 27.42 0.20 [-1.46, 0.32] 

Left vlPFC 0.53 0.16 3.43 27.46 0.00** [0.21, 0.85] 

Table S13. Pooled results of Pearson’s correlation between selected variables of interest across the 

two Training groups (SE in parentheses, 95% CI in brackets). 

 
 BIQ 

(BLN) 

BLN 
 

 
 BIQ (BLN)  

  Δ   

 
 

1. 2. 3. 4. 
 

 
 

1. 2. 3. 4. 

BLN 

1.Separation 

Anxiety 

.33**(.10)  
   

 

     

Δ 

1. 
-.27*(.11) 

  
  

[.13, .51]  
   

[-.46, -.05] 
  

  

2.Social 

Anxiety 

.33**(.10) .27*(.10) 
   2. 

-.16(.11) .28*(.11) 
 

  

[.12, .51] [.05, .46] 
   

[-.37, .07] [.06, .47] 
   

3.Right 
Amygdala  

.06(.15) .11(.15) -.21(.15) 
  3. 

-.10(.15) .18(.17) -.12(.15) 
 

 

[-.22, .34] [-.18, .39] [-.48, .09] 
  

[-.38, .20] [-.16, .48] [-.39, .17] 
 

 

4.Right 
Insula 

-.10(.14) .13(.14) -.24(.14) .73**(.07) 
 4. 

.13(.15) .23(.15) -.13(.14) .62**(.10)  

[-.37, .18] [-.15, .40] [-.49, .04] [.56, .84] 
 

[-.16, .41] [-.08, .50] [-.40, .15] [.39, .78] 
 

5.Left 

vlPFC 

.07(.15) .06(.15) -.16(.15) .06(.15) -.09(.14) 
5. 

.01(.15) -.05(.17) .03(.15) -.12(.16) -.29+(.14) 

[-.22, .34] 

 

[-.23, .34] 

 

[-.43, .15] [-.23, 

.33] 

 

[-.35, .19] 
 

[-.28, .30] [-.36, .27] 

 

[-.25, .31] 

 

[-.41, .19] 

 

[-.55, -.00] 

   **p<.005; *p<.05; +p<.10 

Figure S6. Scatter plots of %SC of right amygdala (left), right insula (middle), and left vlPFC (right) 

for the averaged multiply imputed datasets (upper, dashed line) and the original dataset (lower, solid 

line). 
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 Next, moderation models were conducted on the imputed data to examine the moderation 

effect of baseline neural activation on the BLN-to-OCM anxiety change as a function of ABM 

training (ABM=25b, Placebo=29). Unlike the original dataset, the pooled results across imputed 

datasets did not show a significant two-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI interaction in either Training 

group for the three brain clusters (Table S14). Figure S7 plots the mean separation anxiety scores at 

BLN and OCM of each Training group for the averaged imputed data and the original data, which 

again suggests similarities between the two. 

            Last, mediation models were run on the averaged imputed data exploring the mediating role 

of ABM-induced neural changes in the relationship between ABM training and post-training 

reduction in separation anxiety. Results (Table S15) were consistent with those from the original 

dataset in that the ABM effect on anxiety was mediated by enhancement in vlPFC function, ab=0.18, 

CI=0.04-0.41. 

Table S14. Pooled results of the two-way BLN-anxiety×BLN-fMRI interaction in each Training 

group for the three brain clusters. 

 
β SE t df p 95% CI 

Right amygdala 
ABM -0.06 0.09 -0.70 40.40 0.49 [-0.24, 0.12] 

Placebo 0.03 0.10 0.25 36.31 0.80 [-0.18, 0.23] 

Right insula 
ABM -0.06 0.05 -1.12 43.23 0.27 [-0.16, 0.05] 

Placebo 0.04 0.08 0.50 31.57 0.62 [-0.13, 0.21] 

Left vlPFC 
ABM 0.24 0.14 1.68 41.52 0.10 [-0.05, 0.53] 

Placebo -0.05 0.36 -0.13 30.98 0.90 [-0.79, 0.69] 

                                                
b One participant from the ABM group did not have valid anxiety data for either time point and therefore was not included 

in the model. 
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Figure S7. Mean separation anxiety scores at BLN (x axis) and OCM (y axis) for each Training 

group, at three different levels of baseline neural activation (Mean and Mean±1SD %SC) for right 

amygdala (left), right insula (middle), and left vlPFC (right). Averaged multiply-imputed data in the 

upper panel (dashed line); original data in the lower panel (solid line). 

Table S15. Mediation results from the averaged imputed data with ΔfMRI as the potential mediator 

(a, effect of Training on ΔfMRI; b, effect of ΔfMRI on Δanxiety; c', relative direct effect of Training 

on Δanxiety; ab, relative indirect effect of Training on Δanxiety through ΔfMRI).   

    Effect SE t p 95% CI 

ΔRight amygdala 

a -0.31 0.32 -0.96 0.34 [-0.96, 0.34] 

b 0.02 0.05 0.43 0.67 [-0.08, 0.13] 

c' -0.41 0.12 -3.30 0.00 [-0.65, -0.16] 

ab -0.01 0.03   [-0.08, 0.03] 

ΔRight insula 

a -0.45 0.31 -1.44 0.15 [-1.07, 0.18] 

b 0.01 0.06 0.12 0.91 [-0.11, 0.12] 

c' -0.41 0.13 -3.15 0.00 [-0.67, -0.15] 

ab 0.00 0.02   [-0.05, 0.04] 

ΔLeft vlPFC 

a 0.54 0.11 4.86 0.00 [0.32, 0.76] 

b 0.34 0.15 2.31 0.02 [0.04, 0.63] 

c' -0.57 0.14 -4.09 0.00 [-0.85, -0.29] 

ab 0.18 0.09   [0.04, 0.41] 
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